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Abstract
Analysis on Simplicial Complex
via Kirchhoff’s laws
Jungseok Oh
Department of Mathematical Sciences
The Graduate School
Seoul National University
In this thesis, we introduce the notion of Kirchhoff’s conditions for a
simplicial network (X, R) where X is a simplicial complex and R is a set of
resistances for the top simplices, and prove the relation between Kirchhoff’s
conditions and i-dimensional weighted spanning tree number. Then, we can
generalize effective resistance for simplicial network (X, R) where resistances
are real valued.
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Kirchhoff’s Conditions on Graphs
1.1 Graphs and Spanning Trees
Definition (Graph). A graph is an ordered pair G=(V, E), where V is a set
and E is a set of 2-element subsets of V. We call elements of V as verticies
and elements of E as edges.
Example 1.1. V  {a , b , c , d , e , f } and









Definition (Subgraph). Let G=(V, E) be a graph. For a subset S of V and a
subset L of E, F=(S, L) is called a subgraph of G.
Example 1.2. LetGbe thegraphofExample 1.2. In caseofS  {a , b , c , d , e , f }







Definition (degree of vertex). Given a graph G=(V, E). For v ∈ V, The degree
of v is defined by d(v)=|{e ∈ E |v ∈ e}|.
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Example 1.3. Let G be the graph of Example 1.2. Then, d(a)  1, d(b)  3,
d(c)  3, d(d)  2, d(e)  3, d( f )  2.
Definition (Neighborhood). Given a graph G=(V, E). For a subset S of V,
N(S)={ a ∈ V | { a, s } ∈ E, s ∈ S } is called the neighborhood of S in V.
Example 1.4. LetGbe thegraphofExample 1.2. Then,N(a)  {b}, N({a , b}) 
{b , f , c}.
Definition (Neighborhood sequence and Path). Let a G=(V, E) be a graph.
Start from an element a1 of V, select an element ai in N(ai−1) recurrently. We
call such a sequence {ai}(i ∈ [n]) as neighborhood sequence of V. For any
elements a and b in V, if there exists a neighborhood sequence of {ai}(i ∈
[n]) for some n such that a1=a and an=b, we say that {{ai , ai+1}} is a path
between a and b.
Example 1.5. Let G be the graph of Example 1.2. Then, a1  a , a2  b , a3 
c , a4  e , a5  d and b1  a , b2  b , b3  c , b4  d are neighbor-
hood sequences. Also, We can call {{a1, a2}, {a2, a3}, {a3, a4}, {a4, a5}} and











Definition (Cycle). Given a graph G=(V, E). For any elements a and b in V, if
there exist {ai}, {bi}, paths between a and b, such that {ai}∩{bi}={a, b}, We
call {{ai , ai+1}} ∪ {{bi , bi+1}} as cycle.
Example 1.6. LetG be the graph of Example 1.2. Consider twopaths between
b and e. One of them is {{b , c}, {c , e}}. Another is {{b , f }, { f , e}}. Then, the












Definition (Spanning tree). Let G=(V, E) be a graph. For a subgraph T=(V,
L) of G, We call F as spanning tree if T satisfy following two conditions.
1.(Connected)For every pair (a, b) of V, There exists a path between a and
b.
2.(Acyclic)there is no cycle in T.
Example 1.7. Let G be the graph of Example 1.2. Followings are spanning





















































Proposition 1.8. Given a graph G=(V, E) and a spanning tree T=(V, L) of G. For
every pair of (a, b) of V, there exists a unique path between a and b of T.
Proof. Suppose there exist two diffrent paths {{ai , ai+1}}, {{bk , bk+1}} be-
tween a and b. Let s be the first number such that as+1 , bs+1(Since they are
diffrent paths, there exists s). Also, Let e and e’ be the first number such that
ae  be′(e > s, e′ > s, Since they are paths from a to b, there exists e). Then,
{ai}(i ∈ [s, e]) and {bi}(i ∈ [s, e′]) are paths from as to be′ consisting a cycle.
It’s contradiction to T has no cycle. So, There exists a unique path for every
pair of (a, b) of V. 
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Example 1.9. Let G be the graph of Example 1.2. In case of the last spanning
tree of Example 1.14, {{a , b}, {b , c}, {c , e}} is the unique path between a











Proposition 1.10. Given a graph G=(V, E) and a spanning tree T=(V, L) of G.
Then, |L |  n − 1 where n  |V |.
Proof. Consider {ei}, labelling of L, such that ei ∩ ek , for some k < i(It’s
possible since T satisfy connected condition). Note that each el gives a new
vertex a sequenticially to {ei} for i ∈ [l−1]. (If not, it means that T has a cycle.
It’s contradiction to T has acyclic condition). So, |L |  n − 1. 
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Example 1.11. Let G be the graph of Example 1.2. From Example 1.14, all
spanning trees of G, We can verify that the number of edge is 5  |V | − 1.
Proposition 1.12. Given a graph G=(V, E) and a spanning tree T=(V, L) of G.
There exists a vertex v such that d(v)=1.
Proof. Note that Since every edge e of E is 2-elements subset of V, e gives one
degree to each of two vertices. So, by Proposition 1.9., the sum of d(v) of V
are 2(n − 1)  2n − 2. If there is no v such that d(v)=1, it means that the sum
of d(v) of V are larger than 2n − 1. It’s contradiction to above statement. So,
there exists v such that d(v)=1. 
Definition (Weighted graph). Aweighted graph is a graph in which a com-
plex number we is assigned to each edge e.
Example 1.13. V  {a , b , c , d , e , f } and
E  { {a , b}, {b , c}, {b , f }, {c , d}, {c , e}, {d , e}, { f , e}}. If we giveweight to
each edges by 2 to {a , b}, -1 to {b , c}, 5 to {c , d}, -7 to {d , e}, 13 to {c , e}, 3 to














Definition (Directed weight). Given a graph G=(V, E). For any e={a, b} ∈ E,
A directed weight Ie is a function from e to C such that Ie(a) + Ie(b)  0. If
Ie(a)  Ie(b)  0, Ie is called the zero function.
Example 1.14. Let G be the graph of Example 1.2. If we assign a directed
weight Ie by I{a ,b}(a)  −2, I{a ,b}(b)  2, I{b ,c}(b)  1, I{b ,c}(c)  −1, I{c ,e}(c) 
−13, I{c ,e}(e)  13, I{e ,d}(e)  7, I{a ,b}(d)  −7, I{c ,d}(c)  −5, I{a ,b}(d)  5,
I{e , f }(e)  −3, I{e , f }( f )  3 and I{b ,b f }(b)  6, I{b , f }( f )  −6, then the directed

























Definition (Operation on directed weight sets). Given a graph G=(V, E). We
can consider two sets of directedweight functions {Ie} and {Le}. Then, define
{Ie}+{Le} as (Ie+Le)(v)=Ie(v)+Le(v) and {Ie}−{Le} as (Ie−Le)(v)=Ie(v)−Le(v).
Also, define (aIe)(v) as a · (Ie(v)).
Example 1.15. Let G be the graph of Example 1.2. Suppose following two






































1.2 Kirchhoff’s Conditions and Spanning Trees
Definition (Kirchhoff’s condition). Let G=(V, E) be a weighted graph. Sup-
pose each e ∈ E has a directed weight Ie .
1.(Kirchhoff’s current condition) For every v ∈ V, ∑ Ie(v)  0.
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2.(Kirchhoff’s voltage condition) For every cycle {ei}(i ∈ [n]) in ,∑ (Iei (ai)−Iei (ai+1))
wei
 0 (ei={ai , ai+1}, i ∈ [n-1], en={an , a1}, an+1  a1)
Above two conditions are called Kirchhoff’s conditions. If {Ie} satisfy
Kirchhoff’s conditions, we say that {Ie} is a current for G.
Example 1.16. Let G and {Ie} be a weighted graph and their directed weight
as followed. Then, we can verify {Ie} satisfy Kirchhoff’s conditions.
∑
Ie(b) 
1 + −1  0, ∑ Ie(c)  1 + 1 + −2  0, ∑ Ie(e)  2 + −2  0 and ∑ Ie( f ) 
































Definition (Directed cycle). Given a graph G=(V, E). For a cycle {ei} in G, if
{Iei } satisfy a  Iei (ai)  −Iei+1(ai) , 0, we call {Iei } as a directed cycle of G
with weight a.
Example 1.17. Let G be the weighted graph of Example 1.27. Followings are




















Proposition 1.18. If {Ie} satisfy Kirchhoff’s current condition, then {Ie} is a linear
combination of directed cycles.
Proof. Given a weighted graph G=(V, E) and spanning tree T=(V, L) of G. For
each edge e={a, b} ∈ E \ L, the subgraph S=(V, L∪{e}) has a unique cycle Ce
since T has a unique path between a and b. Note that the sum of directed
cycles Ce satisfy Kirchhoff’s current condition. Let’s consider {Ie} satisfying
Kirchhoff’s current condition. For each e∈E\L, There exists a directedweight
function fe and a unique cycle Ce . If we regard Ce as a weighted cycle with
weight fe(v), then {Ie}−
∑
Ce satisfy Kirchhoff’s current condition and has
zero function at each e∈E and <L. It means that {Ie}−
∑
Ce has possibility of
having non-zero directed weight function on e∈T. By Proposition 1.10, there
exists a 1-degree vertex v of T. For satisfying Kirchhoff’s current condition
at v, the directed weight function of v must be zero function. It follows that
every weight function of {Ie}−
∑
Ce are zero function. So, {Ie}=
∑
Ce 
Example 1.19. Suppose {Ie} and {Le} are Example 1.29. Then, we can know
that Ie + Le satisfy Kirchhoff’s conditions from Example 1.27.
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Remark. Note that the sum of two cycles is also cycle. So, Every cycle in graph
G can be represented by a combination of {Ce}, e∈ E \ L.
Example 1.20. LetGbe thegraphofExample 1.27 andL={{b , c}, {c , f }, { f , e}}
be a their spanning tree. Then, two cycles C1 and C2 of Example 1.29 repre-
sent all cycle in G. For example, C={{b , c}, {c , e}, {e , f }, {b , f }} is the sum
of C1 and C2.
Definition (Weighted cycle intersection matrix). Let G=(V, E) be a weighted
graph and T=(V, L) be their spanning tree. For e ∈ E \ L, Let’s consider
a unique cycle Ce . Regard Ce as directed cycle with weight 1 at v. Then,
define weighted cycle intersection matrix D  (di , j) ∈ Mn ,n(n  |{Ce}|)
by di , j 
∑
e∈Ci∩C j
s gn(Ci ,C j)
we . Here, if two cycles has the same orientation,
s gn(Ci , C j)  1. Otherwise, s gn(Ci , C j)  −1.
Example 1.21. Let G be the weighted graph of Example 1.27 and their span-
ning tree T be L of Example 1.33. Also, C1 and C2 are two cycles of Example






7 , d1,2  d2,1 
1




















Remark. By Proposition 1.17, a current {Ie} of graph G must be the linear
combinations {ae Ce} of directed cycles. So, We have only to check Kirch-
hoff’s voltage condition. The Kirchhoff’s voltage condition about {ae Ce} is∑
j aidi , j  0 for i ∈ [n]. It can be represented by Da  0(a  (ai)). It means
that, there exists a current for G iff det(D)  0.
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Example 1.22. Let G be the graph of Example 1.27. Then, from the previous



























Definition (weighted spanning trees number). Let G be a weighted graph
and we be the weight of each edge e. And, {Ti} is the set of all spanning




Theorem 1.23 (2018, JS).
∏
we · det(D) is the weighted spanning trees number.
Proof.












Ei j is the set of edges in Ci and C j and wk is the weight of ek . We can consider





as subgraphwhich deletes an edge of each
ek from each Eiσ(i). Note that It is a necessary condition to make spanning
trees. We call such a subgraph of G as a-subgraph. We will show that, for
all σ except identity I, a-subgraph in s gn(σ)
n∏
i1
diσ(i) has a cycle and a is
canceled out in det(D). Consider cycle representation of σ except I. From
that, we know that σ has at least one cycle (i1...il) which length is larger
than one. It means that we delete only common edges in each fik (k ∈ [l])




every edge, we can get monomial a in
n∏
i1
di i . Now, let’s compare s gn of two
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cases’ monomial a. Suppose f1, ... , fl composing a cycle in σ-subgraphs. If




(−1)2m−1 s gn(a) for a in
n∏
i1
di i . Whenever we change orientation of a cycle,
their s gn change by (−1)2. So, It’s not depending on cycles’ orientation.












di i , It means that subgraph of the monomial a has cycle so
that a appears in some σ, I). So, det(D)  ∑S ∏ei<S 1wi  ∑S ∏ei∈S wi∏ei∈E wi . 
Corollary 1.24 (2018, JS). There exists a current for G iff the weighted spanning
trees number of G is zero.
Proof. Note that, the number of weighted spanning trees of G is zero if
and only if det(D)  0. Also, det(D)  0 if and only if there exists x such






In this chapter, we will introduce resistor network theory. Resistor net-
work theory deal with non-negative weighted graph. By above section, we
can generalize resistor network theory and define effecitve resistance.
2.1 Effective Resistance
Definition (Adjacency matrix). Given a weighted graph G=(V, E). Let |V | be
n. The adjacency matirx A(G) ∈ Mn of G is defined as ai j  wi j for i , j and
aii  0.
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Example 2.1. Suppopse a graph G=(V, E) where V={a , b , c , d} and
E={{a , b}, {b , c}, {c , d}, {d , a}, {b , d}}. If we give weight 1 to each edge,
then A(G) 
©­­­­«
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1






Definition (Diagonal matrix). Given a graph G=(V, E). Let |V | be n. The
diagonal matrix D(G) ∈ Mn of G is defined as ai j  0 for i , j and aii  di
where di is the degree of vertex i.
Example 2.2. Let G be the graph of Example 2.2. Then, their diagonal matrix
Dia(G) 
©­­­­«
2 0 0 0
0 3 0 0
0 0 2 0
0 0 0 3
ª®®®®¬
Definition (Laplacian matrix). Let G=(V, E) be a weighted graph. Then, the
Laplacian matrix L(G) ∈ Mn of G is defined as L(G)  Dia(G) − A(G).
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Example 2.3. Let G be the weigthed graph of Example 2.2. Then their
laplacian matrix L(G)  Dia(G) − A(G) 
©­­­­«
2 0 0 0
0 3 0 0
0 0 2 0




0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1




2 −1 0 −1
−1 3 −1 −1
0 −1 2 −1
−1 −1 −1 3
ª®®®®¬
Definition (Combinatorial green’s function). Let G=(V, E) be a weighted
graph. the Combinatorial green’s function G of G is (L(G) + J)−1 where J is
each of whose entries 1 n × n matrix.
Example 2.4. Let G be the weighted graph of Example 2.2. Then, the combi-
natorial green’s function G is
(L(G) + J)−1 
©­­­­«
3 0 1 0
0 4 0 0
1 0 3 0







3 0 −1 0
0 2 0 0
−1 0 3 0
0 0 0 2
ª®®®®¬
Remark. Note that we cannot define combinatorial green’s function when
L(G) + J has no inverse. So, in resistor network theory, we consider only
non-negative weighted graph.
23
Now, we will review several linear algebra for introducing classical defi-
nition of effective resistance.
Definition (Contractionof aweightedgraph). Given aweightedgraphG=(V,
E). Then, An minor of a graph Gwith respect to a and b is called contraction
Ga∗b of G that is obtained by shrinking(contracting) the edge ab to a point.
We may contract ab by identifying the vertex a with the vertex b so that all
edges that were incident to a and b in G are incident to b in Ga∗b(and a is
no longer a vertex of Ga∗b). As a weighted graph, we define the contraction
Ga∗b of G to be a weighted graph satisfying the following conditions. Let w
and ω denote the weights, and d and δ denote the degrees in G and Ga∗b ,
respectively. Then, V(Ga∗b)  V(G) \ {a} , ωib  wia + wib and ωi j  wi j if

















Although the roles of a and b may be switched in defining Ga∗b , we will
not do so in order to avoid confusion in what follows. It is important to note
that Ga∗b is defined as a wieghted graph even when wab  0 in G. Hence,
we may have k(Ga∗b) > k(G). For example, if G has three vertex a, b, c and
wac  wbc  1 and wab  0, then k(Ga∗b)  2 and k(G)  1. Since a weighted
graph can be recovered from its Laplacianmatrix, wemay also define Ga∗b to
be the graph whose Laplacian matrix is obtained from L  L(G) by applying
the following sequence of operations:(Ri(M) and C j(M) denote row i and
column j of a matrix M, respectively)
1. replace Rb(L) by Ra(L) + Rb(L)(denote the result by M1).
2. replace Cb(M1) by Ca(M1) + Cb(M1)(denote the result by M2)
3. delete Ra(M2) and Ca(M2)(denote the result by M3).
Clearly, the entries in M2 except those in Ra(M2) and Ca(M2) are the weights
and degrees for Ga∗b as described above. The last operations corresponds to
eliminating the vertex a from V(G). It is clear that we have M3  L(Ga∗b).
Note that the above three operationsmay be applied to any squarematrix
M, and we will denote the resulting matrix by Ma∗b , called a contraction of
M. With this notation, we have L(Ga∗b)  L(G)a∗b . we note the following
useful properties of contractions. If M has the zero sum property for its rows
and columns, then so does any contracation of M. If M has rank ≤ 1, then
25
so does any contraction of M. The sum of all entries of M equals that of any
contraction of M. We also have
(M + N)a∗b  Ma∗b + Na∗b .
Example 2.5. This example will be discussed again. Let G be a weighted
graph with the vertex set {1, 2, 3, 4} with the weights w13  0, w24  2, and
wi j  1 otherwise. Then, L(G) 
©­­­­«
2 −1 0 −1
−1 4 −1 −2
0 −1 2 −1
−1 −2 −1 4
ª®®®®¬
. The followings are the

















Lemma 2.6. LetM=(mi j) be an n by n matrix, and let µi j be the (i, j)-cofactor of M,
i.e., µi j  (−1)i+ j det Mi j , where Mi j is obtained from M by removing Ri(M) and
C j(M). The following identity holds for all i and j: det Mi∗ j  µii + µ j j − µi j − µ ji .
Proof. First, we will prove the case i  1 and j  2. Note that M11 and M12
differ only in their first columns. Also, M22 and M21 differ only in their frist
columns. By the linearity of determinant on columns, we have µ11 − µ12 




m22 + m21 m23 ... m2n
m32 + m31 m33 ... m3n
... ... ... ...





m11 + m12 m13 ... m1n
m31 + m32 m33 ... m3n
... ... ... ...
mn1 + mn2 mn3 ... mnn
ª®®®®¬
.
Note that M′ and M′′ differ only in their first rows. It is now clear the
linearity of determinant on rows that det M′ + det M′′  det M1∗2.
In general, assume 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Let P be the matrix obtained from
M by switching row i with row 1, row j with row 2, column i with column
1, and column j with column 2. Let πi j be the (i, j)-cofactor of P. Then,
π11  µii because P11 and Mii differ by an even permutation of rows and
columns. Similarly, we have π22  µ j j , π12  µi j and π21  µ ji . Also it is
easiy checked that Mi∗ j and P1∗2 differ by an even permutation of rows and
columns. Therefore, det Mi∗ j  det P1∗2, and the result follows. 
If an n by n matrix M satisfies the zero sum condition for its rows and
columns, then it is easily checked that every cofactor of M has the same
value. For example, we’ve already seen that every cofactor of the Laplacian
matrix L(G) of finite graph G is k(G). The following is a generalization of
Temperley’s tree-number formula.
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Theorem 2.7. Let M be an n by n matrix such that the sum of entries in every row
and every column is zero, and let µ denote the value of any cofactor of M. Let U
be an n by n rank 1 matrix, and let σ denote the sum of all of its entries. Then the
following identity holds: µ ∗ σ  det(M + U).
Proof. Let M + U  (C1 + D1, C2 + D2, ..., Cn + Dn) where Ci and Di are
the i column of M and U, respectively. Given any subset S ⊂ [n], define
4S  (X1,X2, ...,Xn), where Xi  Di if i ∈ S and Xi  Ci if i< S. By the mul-
tilinearity of determinant on columns, we have det(M + U)  ∑S∈[n] det4S
where the sum is over all subsets S of [n]. Clearly,wehavedet4∅  det M  0.
Also, if |S | > 1, then det4S  0 because U has rank 1 and every column of
U is a multiple of a single column. Futhermore, if we let σi be the sum of
all entries in Di , then det4{i}  µ ∗ σi for every i ∈ [n]. Therefore, we have
det(M + U)  ∑0≤i≤n det4{i}  ∑0≤i≤n µ ∗ σi  µ ∗ σ. 
We already know that the value of any cofactor of L(G) is k(G).
Corollary 2.8. For a finite weighted graph G with n vertices, we have n2 ∗ k(G) 
det L(G).
Theorem 2.9. Let G be a finite weighted graph with n vertices and κ(G) , 0. The
entries in G  (gi j) satisfy the following identities:
gaa + gbb − gab − gba  κ(Ga∗b)κ(G) for any arbitrary pair of distinct vertices a and b of
G.
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Proof. Let li j be the (i, j)-cofactor of L. Note that we have gi j  li j/deg L
because G  L−1. We also have det L  n2k(G) by Corollay 3. There-
fore, gaa + gbb − gab − gba  1n2k(G)(laa + lbb − lab − lba) 
1
n2k(G) det La∗b 
1
n2k(G) det(L(G)a∗b + Ja∗b). Since J has rank 1 and the sum of its entries is
n2, the same is true for Ja∗b . Also we have L(G)a∗b  L(Ga∗b), and every
cofactor of L(Ga∗b) equals k(Ga∗b). Therefore, by above theorem, we have
det(L(G)a∗b + Ja∗b)  n2k(Ga), and the theorem follows. 
Definition (Effective resistance). Let G=(V, E) be a weighted graph. For each
a ∈ V, let Va be the electrical potential at vertex a and Ia be the net current
flowing into the graph with
∑
Ia  0. The Kirchhoff’s law states
∑
j wi j(Vi −
Vj)  Ii for each i, which is equivalent to LV=I where V  (Vi) and I  (Ii).
Suppose external current source with current I is connected to a and b so
that Ia  I, Ib  −I and Ii  0 for i , a , b.Then, Effecitve resistance Ra ,b
between a and b is defined by Ra ,b  Va−VbI .
In physics, we can compute effective resistance by kirchhoff’s laws. Also,
we can compute effective resistance by combinatorial green’s function. For
that, we will introduce a lemma.
Lemma 2.10. Suppose y⊥1. Then, x  Gy is a solution to Lx  y.
Proof. Let x  Gy. Then we have Lx  y. Multiplying this equation by J, we
get JLx + J2x  J y. Since JLx  J y  0 and J2  n J, we see that Jx  0.




I ⊥1, by above lemma, −→V  G−→I is a solution to L−→V  −→I .
Therefore,we haveVa  (gaa−gab)I andVb  (gba−gbb)I. So, belowproperty
follows.
Proposition 2.11. Given a positive weighted graph G=(V, E). Ra ,b(G)  κ(Ga∗b)κ(G) .
Above deal with the effective resistance of non-negative weighted graph
G.Now,we are ready to define generalized effective resistance for aweighted
graph. Given a weighted graph G=(V, E). Note that
−Ca ,b(G)κ(Ga∗b) + κ(G)  (−Ca ,b + wa ,b)κ(Ga∗b) + κ(G − {a , b})  0
by above propositions. Also, we know that there exists a current iff the
number of spanning trees of G is zero. So, The meaning of effective con-
ductance Ca ,b is the weight of external current source connected to a and b
which makes the number of spanning trees zero.
2.2 Generalized Effective Resistance in Graphs
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Theorem 2.12. The effective conductance Ca ,b between a and b is the solution of
det(D′(x))  0 where D′(x) is defined by replacing wa ,b in D by −x + wa ,b .
Example 2.13. Let G be the weighted graph of Example. Then, Ca ,b is the so-









































Definition. Given weighted graph G=(V, E). For any a , b ∈ V , The effecitve
conductance Ca ,b of G is defined by the solution of det(D′(x)).
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This definition is meaningful for general weighted graph since we can




On Higher Dimensional Spaces
In this chapter, we will review simplicial complex and homology theory.
And then,wewill introduce another definition ofweighted cycle intersection
matrix so that we can generalize our graph theory to simplicial complex.
3.1 Preliminaries
Definition (Simplex). In Rn , A k-simplex is a k-dimensional polytope which
is the convex hull of its k+1 vertices.
More formally, suppose the k+1 points u0, ..., uk ∈ Rn are affinely inde-
pendent, which means u1 − u0, ..., uk − u0 are linearly independent. Then,




i0 θi  1, θi ≥ 0 }. We will denote C as (u0, ... , uk). In this case,
The orientation of simplex is given by orderings of the vertices. Two or-
derings define the same orientation if and only if they differ by an even
permutation. So, every simplex has exactly two orientations.
Definition (Face of simplex). Given a n-simplex C. Then, The convex n hull
of a subsets of n+1 vertices is m-simplex, called an m-face of the n-simplex.
Definition (Simplicial complex). A simplicial complexK is a set of simplices
that satisfies the following conditions:
1. Every face of a a simplex from K is also in K.
2. The intersection of any two simplices σ1, σ2 ∈ K is a face of both σ1
and σ2.
A simplicial k-complex is a simplicial complex where the largest dimen-
sion of any simplex inK equals k. A homogeneous simplicial k-complexK is
a simplicial complex where every simplex of dimension less then k is a face
of some simplex σ ∈ K of dimension k.
A facet is any simplex in a complex that is not a face of any larger dimen-
sional simplex.
Let S be a simplicial complex. A simplicial k-chain is a finite formal sum∑N
i1 ciσi , where ci is an integer and σi is an oriented k-simplex. In this
definition, we declare that each oriented simplex is equal to the negative of
the simplexwith the opposite orientation. For example, ( v0, v1)  − (v1, v0).
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The group of k-chains on S is written Ck . This is a free abelian group which
has a basis in one to one correspondence with the set of oriented k-simplices
in S.
Definition (Boundaryoperator). Given simplicial complexS. Let σ  (u0, ... , uk)
be an oriented k-simplex, a basis element of Ck in S. The boundary operator
∂k : Ck → Ck−1 is homomorphism defined by:
∂k(σ) 
∑k
i0(−1)i (u0, ..., ûi , ... , uk), where (u0, ..., ûi , ... , uk) is i-th face
of σ, obtained by deleting its i-th vetex.
In Ck , elements of the subgroup Zk  ker∂k are referred to as cycles, and
the subgroup Bk  Im∂k+1 is said to consist of boundaries. It is easy to check
∂2  0. So, the abelian group (Ck , ∂k) form a chain complex. The k-homology
group Hk of S is defined to be the quotient abelian group Hk(S)  ZkBk .
Definition (Dimension of simplicial complex). LetKbe a simplicial complex.
For σ ∈ K, the dimension of σ is defined as dim(σ)  |σ | − 1. Then, dim(K) 
max{ dim(σ) | σ ∈ K}.
Definition (i-skeleton). Let K be a simplcial complex and Xi denote the
collection of i-dimensional simplicies(i-faces). The i-skeleton of X is X(i) 
∪0≤ j≤iX j .
Definition (Simplicial network). we define a simplicial network to be a
simplicial complex K of positive dimension d where each d-dimensional
simplex τ is assigned a resistance rτ and weighted by its conductance
cτ : 1rτ .
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Definition (Resistance matrix). The resistance matrix R is a square diago-
nal matrix whose diagonal entries are rτ.
3.2 Kirchhoff’s Conditions and Spanning Trees in
Higher Dimensional Spaces.
Definition (i-dimensional spanning tree). Given a d-dimensional simplicial
complex S. For a non-empty subset T ⊂ S, define ST  T ∪ X i−1 to be an
i-dimensional subcomplex of S. For i ∈ [−1, d], a subcomplex XT of X is an
i-dimensional spanning tree if
1. H̃i(ST)  0.
2. rkH̃i−1(ST)  0.
Denote the set of T for all i-dimensional spanning trees ST of S by Ti :
Ti(X). Note that |H̃i(XT)| is finite for an i-dimensional spanning tree ST , de-
fine the i-th spanning tree number ki(S) of S to be ki(S) :
∑
T∈Ti |H̃i−1(ST)|2.
This definition generalizes the spanning trees number of a graph.
Proposition 3.1. Given a simplicial complex S. For T ∈ Sd , let ∂T̄ be the submatrix
of ∂ obtained by deleting the rows indexed by T. Then, ∂T̄ is a non-singular square
matrix iff T ∈ Td(S), and in that case, |det∂T̄ |=|H̃d−1(ST)|.
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So, we can obtain a formula for kd(S) with ∂, kd(S) 
∑
T∈Td(S)(det∂T̄)2 
det∂t∂ where the second equality follows from the Cauchy-Binet Theorem.
Recall that each top-dimensional simplex τ of a network (S, R) isweighted
by its conductance cτ  1rτ . For non-empty T ⊂ Sd , let cT 
∏
τ∈T cτ. We de-
fine the weighted tree-number k̂d(S) of (S, R) to be
k̂d(S) :
∑
T∈Td(S) cT |H̃i−1(XT)|2  det R−1 det ∂td+1R∂d+1 |basis o f ker ∂d .
Note that,Ongraphs,Currents are x such thatDx  0whereweighted cy-
cle intersectionmatrix D. In fact,we can verify D  det ∂t2R∂2 |basis o f ker ∂1 . So,
we cangeneralize i−dimensional current bykernel ofdet ∂ti+1R∂i+1 |basis o f ker ∂i .
By above, the weighted i-dimensional tree number is
k̂i(S)  det R−1 det ∂ti+1R∂i+1 |basis o f ker ∂i . Consequently, there exists a cur-
rent which satisfy d-dimensional Kirchhoffs’ laws if and only if k̂d(S)  0 as
same as graphs’ case. So, we can define the effective resistance Rσ of σ as the
solution x of det ∂ti+1R∂i+1 |basis o f ker ∂i  0.
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